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Special Odéon
The Odeon in numbers
At the beginning, the Odeon had only one room.
The Odeon has now 5 rooms :
- The first room contains 412 seats
- The second room contains 244 seats
- The third room contains 163 seats
- The fourth room contains 146 seats
- The fifth room contains 60 seats
Around 60 000 people go to the Odeon every year.
There are between 250 and 300 films going out a year.
About three movies going out a week, on Wednesday.
Four people work at the cinema: the manager and
her assistant, two projectionnistes.
A movie stays on the screen for at least two weeks.
A 600 metres bobbin lasts 21 minutes and 5 bobbins
are necessary for one movie.
There are 39 steps in the Odeon, like the film of
Alfred Hitchcock.
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Pascal, The projectionist
His grand-father and parents were
projectionists, and Pascal has worked at the
Cinema Odeon since 1978, he was 17 years
old. At that time, the cinema had only one
room, and its name was« Central »
Since 1986 the cinema has had a new name
« Odeon » And in 2014 it became « CGR Odeon » .He told us the cinema is
20 years old. He likes his job very much.
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Visit of the Odéon
We went to ''Cinéma Odéon'' on 08th october with the 4th
EURO group of Collège Emile Zola. We visited with two
teachers, Mrs Baron and Houtteville. They were divided into two groups.
What we liked :
We liked Zindy Zalgado Gamez and
Pascal because they were funny,
interesting and nice. We learned a lot
of things. Pascal
showed us many
machines. We asked Zindy and Pascal
about their work. We thought the visit
was interesting.
What we didn't like :
We didn't like Zindy's office because it is small and hot.
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Who is Zindy Zlagado Gamez ?
Zindy arrived in France 10 years ago, in
Burgundy more precisely, because she loved
France and wanted to study there. She studied
journalism and specialized in the cinema. She is
32 years old now. She loves her job and the
cinema. She has worked at the Odéon for 1
year and 9 months. She chooses the films. She
organizes four festivals a year : The Hispanic
festival, the Italian festival, the British festival
and the German festival.
60 000 people come to the cinema Odeon a
year .
Zindy says, she is a little selfish, because she chooses the films she likes.
The films stay on the screen for two weeks.
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